
Happy Llamadays Stockings
by Andi Metz

FABRIC STRIP STOCKING  APPLIQUE STOCKINGS
A 14424 Holiday Plaid-White    
    3/4 yd Cut (2) 2” strips Cut (2) 12 x 22” pieces Trace (1) Candy Cane  Trace (1) ornament center
B 14429 Holiday Candy Canes-White
   1/8yd Cut (2) 2” strips                                                                                                                                             
C 14426 Holiday Lights-Navy 
    3/4 yd Cut (2) 2” strips  Cut (2) 13 x 22” pieces                                                                                                                                     
D 14428 Little Llamas-Dark Green
    3/4 yd Cut (2) 2” strips Cut (2) 12 x 22” pieces                                                                                                                                          
E 14431 Snowy Days-Aqua    
   1/4yd Cut (2) 2” strips Cut (3)  2 x 6” pieces                                                                                                                                          
F 14431 Snowy Days-Red  
    3/4 yd Cut (2) 2” strips Cut (2) 12 x 22” pieces Trace (1) Ornament                                                                                                                                        
G 14434 Tossed Holiday Llamas-Lt Blue
    3/4 yd Cut (2) 2” strips Cut (2) 13 x 22” pieces                                                                                                                                          
Heat ‘N Bond Lite - 1/4” yard (using a 17” bolt)

Helpful Hints:
**For Stocking 1 & Stocking 3 Applique:
You will lightly sketch 1/2” outside the stocking template onto the 12 x 22” front. The fabric may distort a little after 
sewing on your applique so this extra  1/2” allows for that. Cutting out your template after applique will help create a 
more accurate cut for stocking front by allowing for any puckering or distortion of fabric.

**Creating each stocking has individual instructions, however, all stockings are assembled in the same manner. 

Stocking 1 Stocking 3

Stocking 2



Instructions
APPLIQUE - Prepare applique pieces using your preferred method or trace template on the paper side of Heat ‘n 
Bond Lite. Following Heat ‘n Bond instructions, fuse pieces to the wrong side of cooresponding applique fabric. 
Following the line, cut out the applique shape.

Follow the Heat n Bond instructions to fuse applique pieces to base fabric.

It is helpful to use a stabilizer with your base fabric when sewing applique to the fabric. Terial Magic can be used or 
a medium weight tear away stabilizer. Follow instructions for Terial Magic to prepare base fabric or if using a tear 
away, place on wrong side of base fabric before sewing on the applique.

Because there can be some distortion from sewing the applique, you will trim your final piece to exact size when 
instructed.

Stocking hanger
1. Fold (1) small E piece in half with right sides together so it measures 1” x 6”. Sew down the long side. Turn right 
side out and press. Repeat for the other small E pieces.

Stocking 1
1. With template and fabric aligned at the top, using a fabric pencil lightly sketch 1/2” outside the stocking template 
onto right side of (1) C fabric. Peel paper backing from A applique. Place A applique onto (1) C. It should be at least 
7” down from top and centered within stocking, because you will be turning over the top edge to finish stocking. 
Iron to fuse applique to stocking fabric. Using a satin or zig zag stitch, sew around the applique onto C.

2. Place stocking template onto (1) C again, trace and cut out stocking front.
Place stocking template onto (1) A piece, trace and cut out inside stocking.

3. Flip stocking template over and trace template on the other C and the
other A pieces so both your outside stocking and inside stocking
pieces will match when right sides together.

4. Cut out all stockings. Press under .25” on all of the stocking tops. 

5. Place A pieces right sides together. Fold E, the stocking hanger loop, in half. Place looped end inside the A layers 
starting 2” down from the foldmark. 

6. Place C pieces right sides together. Place A pieces on top of C pieces



so you have four layers, making sure folds are aligned at top.

7. Pin all layers together and sew around perimeter of stocking, leaving
the top open. *Do not sew around the top of the stocking. Clip Curves.

8. Pull entire stocking right side out between the C layers. 

9. Pin top of stockings edges together with the folded edge tucked in. 
Topstitch around the top edge of stocking. 

10. Fold top edge over so inside becomes the brim of stocking and tab 
sticks out. 

Stocking 2:
1. Cut (2) 2” strips of each fabric. 
2. Strip sew (1) of each 2” strip of G, B, C, E, A, F and D together to create a strip set of all (7) fabrics, ironing each 
strip as you sew onto the set. Repeat for a second strip set. 

3. Place stocking template over strip set and cut out. Flip template over and place on the other strip set and cut out 
stocking to create the outside stocking pieces. *Make sure the G strip is along the long straight edge of template.

4. Place stocking template over (1) D, trace and cut out. Flip template over and place on the other D, trace and cut out 
inside stocking pieces. Press under .25” on all of the stocking tops.

5. Follow Step 5-10 from previous instructions using stocking #2 fabrics to complete stocking. * Place E, stocking 
hanger loop, between D pieces.

Extra decoration
1. From excess strip sets, cut (3) 3” strips. Sew together on short ends to make one long strip. Fold strip in half 
lengthwise. Sew one short end and the length of the strip, leaving one end open for turning. Using a bobkin, turn 
strip, tuck in seam allowance and sew closed. Tie into a bow and hand sew onto Stocking #2 just below stocking 
hanger.

Stocking 3
1. With template and fabric aligned at the top, using a fabric pencil lightly sketch 1/2” outside the stocking template 
onto right side of (1)G. Peel paper backing from F ornament applique and onto (1) G. It should be at least 7” down 
from top and centered within stocking. Fuse the ornament center A in the center of F. Using a satin or zig zag stitch, 
sew around the applique onto G. Sew or Embroider a 1” line to represent a “hook” at the top of the applique.

2. Place stocking template onto (1) G again, trace and cut out stocking front.
Place stocking template onto (1) F piece, trace and cut out inside stocking.

3. Flip stocking template over and trace template on the other F and the



other G pieces so your both your outside stocking and inside stocking
pieces will match when right sides together.

4. Cut out all stockings. Press under .25” on all of the stocking tops. 

5. Follow steps 5-10 from previous instructions stocking #3 fabrics to complete stocking ~ * Place E, stocking 
hanger loop, between F pieces.










